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Safety 1. Sounds n Lights Discovery Walker Dino is a dinosaur-themed baby walker that keeps its little entertainment while ensuring they learn to walk. The walker has 2 swing trays with a folding frame. There are dinosaur-themed toys on the front panel of the walker to keep their baby busy as they learn
how to walk. The gadget is designed to keep the baby safe and comfortable as it comes with a padded seat and there are grip strips underneath to keep movement at a lower level on uneven surfaces. This baby walker is adjustable at three heights, so when they grow up, you can adjust your baby
according to your heights. So you can have this walker for a long time thanks to this feature. The adjustable baby walker is 24 inches long, 28.1 inches wide and 22.5 inches high. The product weighs 11 pounds, so it's easy to move, but at the same time, it's strong enough that your child won't fall over.
InteractiveSafety 1. For example, a purple dinosaur toy becomes a clicking sound and its fins are wrinkled. There's a spinning potato bug toy that makes noise because there are small beads inside. There is also a spring palm tree. And dinosaurs light up 4 different sounds when pressed. Plus the point is,
the sounds are not unpleasant or loud and are quite pleasant even for older ears because they are quite subtle. On the sides are two swinging open trays that are useful for keeping more toys and young people feeding the baby. The toys on the main base are also removable to make more space in the



front if necessary. For a long time useSafety 1st sound n lights activity walker comes with an adjustable function setting the seat at three heights, which means that your child can use this walker while growing and it lasts a long time as the height of the baby increases. Easy use Walker is easy to use for
both child and parent. Safety 1st sounds n lights activity walker manual assembly is easy and takes five minutes to create it. Adjustable heights come in handy when the growth erupts. The padded seat is washable and simply throwing it into the washing machine is enough to get rid of any that may occur
during feeding. Especially swinging tiles are easy to store extra toys. Discovery Walker is easy to save as well. Because the weight is adjustable and it can go low on the device, although it does not go completely flat due to the seat. However, with this adjustable baby walker you can save it off just under
the table and keep it out of the way if the child doesn't use it. SafeSee safety 1. This will help save a child from toppling over, even if they slam into furniture or walls, as most children tend to do when they first start learning to walk. This Dino Walker is strong enough to make sure the baby doesn't fall over,
so it's safe to produce serious injuries. It's safe for your house and equipment as well, as if the edges are smoothed and well rounded so that your things don't scrape off when your little bumps are with them. DurableSafety 1. The safety 1st baby walker structure is well made of steel, and the toys panel is
made of durable plastic. Parts can't be broken and set on even when a toddler collides with furniture and walls. This essentially makes the walker even safer when the child is protected from the crushing part of the walker and then cutting the body part of it. Now I'm talking about some pros and cons using
the safety 1st sound n lights activity walker. ProsEasy put it together. Easy to clean because the seat is washable. The three adjustments make it available for a longer period of time. The interactive panel keeps the baby entertained. Durable steel construction and durable plastic plate. Works on all
surfaces. ConsNo have the option to lock the wheels down so keeping baby stationery is no alternative. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)Q: Can I remove toys from the store? A: Yes.Q: Are the wheels moving in any other direction or just back and forth? A: The front wheels are rotating and the rear
wheels are stationary. Q: Do you assemble a voltwalker completely flat with easy storage? A: It does not repeat, but it is not possible to make it completely flat. Q: Can Walker scrape off my furniture and walls? A: No, because the edges are rounded and sileMore Safety 1st Baby WalkerFinal Word Overall
safety 1st sound n lights activity walker is a decent buy when considering the benefits and price. Walker is cute and interactive with all his dinosaur themed toys. It lasts a long time because of its strong structure and adjustable seat positions, so the child is not outgrowing it too early, which is always a
plus point. I recommend the safety of the 1st sound n lights activity walker for parents who are looking for a walker as their child begins to learn to walk. This walker works for a long time and the child is happy and busy with toys. Walker is safe because it doesn't fall over or break away easily, so there's
less chance of a child getting harmed using this walker. I hope this review will help you make the right decision. Einige Word-Funktionen können Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen Safety 1st Sounds 'N Lights Activity
Walker offers a safe and fun environment for a baby who can already sit well. Lights and sounds amuse the baby. secure seat and frame keeps it safe from proper assembly and use. Assembling Safety 1st Sounds 'N Lights Activity Walker does not require tools and is fast and easy. Proper maintenance
and use of the walker keeps the unit running efficiently and safely. Assembly Remove the plastic wrap from all parts. Wash the parts by hand using a wash cloth and warm, soapy water. Don't drown electronic toys. Attach the seat by placing three plastic sticks on the front of the fabric seat in the three
holes in the front of the seat of the walker frame. Insert the left dgts and rotate to tighten. Then insert the right and middle sticks and rotate to tighten. Insert four buckles on the back of the fabric seat with four slots, with which they are now aligned with the frame. Place the buckles on the frame. To test
security, push the fabric down. If the lock or peg loosens, repeat the assembly process. Fasten the two front wheels by inserting each wheel into the tv series opening. Push in until you're insured. Attach the front legs of the seat and the tray frame to the base. Stretch and lock your legs completely by
pressing the height adjustment button, pulling your legs out and rotating the button counterclockwise to lock. Align the front of the stand with the front of the stand as shown in safety level 1. Gently push the front legs into the slides one by one. When attached, push both legs as far towards the back of the
base as possible. Attach the rear legs of the seat and the base to the base. Find the keyholes at the back of the base. Gently press the back legs and insert them into the wide top of the keyhole. Press your feet firmly down to secure your feet to the narrow bottom of the keyholes. Make sure all four legs
are securely fastened. Fold the three sticks of both wings into the holes suitable for the base of the head by pressing firmly on the wings. Attach the toy strips to the operating area by matching the large and small holes in the bars with the ones on the tray. Press vigorously until they penetrate the area.
Attach the activity tray to the base by inserting the tabs in the rear activity tray into the corresponding sockets of the main tray. Hold them when you rotate under the action tray and insert the front cards of the action tray into the front slots of the main tray. Maintenance and use Adjust the height of the seat
so that the child's feet reach the ground comfortably. Find the adjustment knob on the front of the main stand. If the child is not on the device, press the button when moving the panel up or down. To lock the height, rotate the button counterclockwise. Use the height adjustment lever to collapse the
appliance completely for storage or travel. It won't lock if it collapses. Activate the sounds and lights of the activity tray by moving the switch to On. Press a large Click. If the lights and sounds don't turn on and it's a new device, contact safety data sheet 1st to replace it. If it is a used device, the battery that
is not replaceable may be worn out. Clean the handles of the walker base with a damp cloth and warm water. Use a damp cloth to clean the lights and sounds toys. Never drown them or wet them too much. Remove the fabric seat by threading the buckles back through their slots and gently pulling the
sticks until they come free. Wash the seat in the washing machine delicately in cold water and hang to dry. Remove the base of the main unit by pressing inwards on the front of the platform, turning the front back, and gently pulling to release the rear tabs. Before each use, check the height adjustment
lock, foot fastening and seat stability. Always lock the height adjustment knob completely before placing the child in the walker. The baby must be able to sit safely on its own, must weigh less than 30 pounds, and must be shorter than 32 inches safely used in the Safety 1st Sounds'N Lights Activity
Walker. Warnings Always lock the height adjustment button completely before placing the child in the walker. The baby must be able to sit safely on its own, must weigh less than 30 pounds, and must be shorter than 32 inches safely used in the Safety 1st Sounds'N Lights Activity Walker. Photo Credits
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